A statistical study of Galactic SNR source spectra detected at >GeV energies
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Abstract: Broadband modeling of 24 Galactic supernova remnants was performed using a model to test the SNRs for hadronically generated $\gamma$-rays by examining combined spectra of $\pi^0$-decay, bremsstrahlung, inverse Compton, and synchrotron radiation. For several years, measurements at super-GeV energies are performed by instruments like Fermi-LAT, H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS and Milagro and therefore, broadband SEDs exist for a growing number of SNRs. This is the first systematic statistical study of the resulting source spectra, which are reviewed individually to ascertain the origin of the gamma radiation. This allows for a combined examination to test the current models of particle acceleration in SNRs.
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1 Introduction

Supernova remnants (SNRs) are believed to be one of the primary cosmic ray (CR) accelerators via diffusive shock acceleration [17]. These cosmic rays arriving at Earth are dominated by protons, thus their accelerators should show $\gamma$-ray signatures due to proton-proton interactions, leading to the production of pions and their decay. Although a common consensus exists whether the $\gamma$-ray emission stems from hadronic or leptonic origin, there exists a multitude of possible other scenarios which explain the emission as well as the accepted parameters (compare e.g. [3,24]). General information about the SNRs can be found in various catalogues [16,13].

Supernova remnants are usually studied and modeled selecting a geometry that seems applicable to the remnant. There have been extensive studies on supernova remnants ranging from a diffusive approach [21] to the prediction of ionization signatures induced by protons if the emission is of hadronic nature [5,29]. Here, we considered the most simplistic model to explain the spectra of supernova remnants, a power-law in the differential energy distribution of the source particles with a cut-off. This model was fitted to the broadband emission of Galactic SNRs by minimizing $\chi^2$ at a fixed B-field to determine the origin of the gamma radiation. The assumption from [4], that the total nonthermal-energy is at a minimum — as the equipartition is generally not always be obtainable — is used as a distinction in case multiple scenarios fit the remnant. Another disqualifier for the modeled results is the non-thermal energy threshold for the SNRs.

2 Modeling

The prevalent particle spectra at the source are assumed to exhibit a power-law behavior in the momentum of the particles [28]. The spectrum cuts off at a maximum momentum $p_{\text{max}}$ and a minimum momentum $p_{\text{min}}$. The cut-off for the minimum energy is induced by a hyperbolic tangent function, as compared to the usual heaviside step function. With an arbitrary normalization constant $p_0$, the differential number distribution reduces to the following expression:

$$j_X(p) = \alpha_X \left( \frac{p}{p_0} \right)^{-\alpha_X} \tanh \left( \frac{p}{p_{\text{min},X}} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{p}{p_{\text{max},X}} \right).$$

(1)

Here, $\alpha_X$ is a normalization constant of the dimensions per energy per volume and $\alpha_X$ the power-law index. The maximum momentum $p_{\text{max}}$ for protons was chosen to be 1 PeV/c to model a Galactic origin with acceleration up to the knee. In case of electron spectra the cut-off momentum was fitted to the X-ray data of the remnants. If there were no x-ray observations of the remnants, the cut-off energy was fixed to a level that the synchrotron radiation would not reach into the observable region.

The minimum momentum for protons was chosen to be 140 MeV/c in accordance with the limit derived for the ISM [26]. This is a really low lower limit, which leads to an increase in the non-thermal energy contained in protons, which might be non negligible. The non-thermal energy limit for the supernova remnant of the usual $10^{51}$ ergs might be too low to accomodate such a limit for the protons, so a limit for the non-thermal energy of $10^{52}$ ergs was used instead of the usual one to dismiss scenarios. In case of the electrons a minimum momentum of 0.85 MeV/c was used, which corresponds to the kinetic energy being about the rest mass of the particle. The emission of photons due to interactions of the source spectra with matter can be expected. The different processes that are taken into account are the proton-proton interactions as modeled by [20], and for the electrons the emission processes as described in [8], thus synchrotron radiation, bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton radiation. The inverse Compton radiation was calculated on the cosmic microwave background only, as it should be the major contribution, as noted by [24]. Other contributions can come from e.g. scattering on the stellar radiation background. This could not be handled unified for every remnant so these contributions were neglected. Bremsstrahlung was modeled assuming a standard ISM ratio, accounting for helium with an additional 1.3 factor [28].

The emission of secondary particles generated by the charged pion decay are ignored in this approach. The resulting photon spectra, from the works of [8,29] were fitted to the observed radiation flux of the remnants in the following way: As a first step the entire spectrum was fitted...
to the radiation generated by electrons only. This ensures that a minimum magnetic field strength can be derived from this, as for higher field strengths the remnant would need less electrons to emit the observed synchrotron radiation. In the next step two separate fits were done. After increasing the magnetic field strength, the electrons were fitted to the synchrotron observations only. Bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton radiation were then used as a background field to fit the pion decay spectra to the gamma ray observations. Bremsstrahlung as well as proton-proton interactions depend linearly on the density which were taken for each remnant from other works. Both the magnetic field strength and the density are not free parameters in the computations. By subsequently increasing the magnetic field strength an emission profile can be generated. Different aspects can be examined this way, like the proton-to-electron ratio \( K_{pe} \) (ratio of the normalization constants of the spectra with the same momentum \( p_0 \)), and the total non-thermal energy contained in the electrons, protons and the magnetic field. This creates a batch of fits, that might all explain the SED well, although several criteria can be considered to select a likely scenario: The local proton-to-electron ratio is about 100, so it was assumed that 500 > \( K_{pe} \) > 50. The value might also depends quite heavily on the selected density. Furthermore the theoretical SED should explain the observed one, while the total energy should be at a minimum, as with the scenario used by [3].

3 Results

As the complete profiles and resulting SEDs cannot be discussed in detail for every remnant, a constraint on two scenarios will be made.

Minimum Energy Scenario The minimum energy scenario refers to the theoretical SED configuration that explains the observed SED well, and minimizes the total non-thermal energy. This might also be a completely leptonically dominated process.

Hadronic Scenario The \( \gamma \)-ray SED is dominated by pion decay, and it does need less than one order of magnitude more energy than the minimum energy scenario and explains the SED as good as the minimum energy scenario.

Note that the hadronic scenario might be complementary to the minimum energy scenario — so that both scenarios are considered at the same time. The hadronic scenario is not only useful for Neutrino predictions but also usually presents to be the upper limit of the non-thermal energy contained in the remnant, while the minimum energy scenario is at its minimum.

Results for Tycho’s SNR are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Tycho had a unique jump in its spectrum due to the algorithm first starting out with a steep power-law index of about 3 and when the TeV gamma ray emission could not be sufficiently be explained by it anymore the algorithm jumped and adopted an index of about 2.3. The results obtained by modeling Tycho’s SED generally match with other hadronic models of this SNR [24].

A large amount of modeled supernova remnants have their derived spectral indices attached with an error of 0.1 – 0.2. The bin size for the power-law index histogram was adjusted to 0.2 accordingly. The electron power-law index shows the expected distribution and peaks sharply around

Figure 1: Tycho’s SNR at the minimum energy scenario of about \( B = 100 \mu \text{G} \). Leptonic radiation is displayed as dotted lines, hadronic emission as dashed lines. Measurements are from [1, 15, 24, 27].

Figure 2: Non-thermal energy budget of Tycho depending on the magnetic field. Protons are dashed, electrons are dotted and the magnetic field energy is dashed-dotted. The jump in the non-thermal energy occurs due to a jump in the proton power-law index while modeling (from \( \sim 3 \) to \( \sim 2.3 \)).

A power-law index of 2, which is expected for strong shock [6], see Figure 4.

The histogram of the fitted proton power-law indices, displayed in Figure 5, does not peak sharply around 2. Both the hadronic as well as the minimum energy scenario are visible. So that the doubly peaked structure that is visible is an effect that is not due to selection effects, and the actual distribution can be expected to lie in between the hadronic and the minimum energy scenario.

The distribution has its first peak for power-law indices \( 2.1 < \alpha_p < 2.3 \), furthermore there is a second unexpected peak for power-law indices \( \alpha_p \gtrsim 2.6 \). This hints that these supernova remnants are different from the other SNRs, which are contained in the first peak. Thus two kinds of hadronically dominated SNRs can be identified, based on their \( \gamma \)-ray SED:

Class 1 A power-law index of \( 2.0 < \alpha_p < 2.3 \). This class is from its current SED in the MeV–TeV domain indistinguishable from the shape of a bremsstrahlung dominated spectrum.
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**Figure 3**: The proton-to-electron ratio $K_{pe}$ over the magnetic field for Tycho. The jump in the spectral index is here visible, too.

**Figure 4**: Electron power-law indices of the fitted synchrotron SEDs.

**Class II** A power-law index of $\alpha_p \gtrsim 2.6$. A sharp hadronic peak with a sudden decline exists in the MeV–GeV domain. The GeV–TeV domain is commonly dominated by bremsstrahlung or inverse Compton radiation in those cases.

The existence of those two classes still has to be confirmed by more statistics. These classes have different properties concerning the resulting theoretical SEDs. Class I usually has a leptonically generated MeV–GeV gamma ray SED, and the hadronic nature of the MeV–TeV spectrum can only be confirmed by TeV measurements. These measurements have to be taken at energies higher than the cut-off energy of the electron source spectrum which highest possible values are around 50–100 TeV.

From the modeling of Class II SNRs it is not clear whether the proton power-law index is really that steep or if the spectrum follows a different shape. The deviation cannot be attributed to aging effects, but might be due to other effects like diffusion.

In Figure 6 the proton spectral index is plotted against the electron spectral index. The respective errors from the modeling are visible in the graphic. Usually empirical data in nature rarely follow power-laws with an index smaller than 2 [9], so that the region with an index smaller than 1.85 was considered as unphysical parameter space, crossed out in gray in the graph; but all modeled supernova remnants are compatible with physics considering their 1σ error bars. Generally it is observable from the graphic that the proton power-law index tends to be steeper than the electron power-law index. This raises the question of the nature of the steeper proton power-law compared to the electron power-law, as shown in Figure 6. There are various explanations ranging from diffusion [2, 30] to deteriorated particle confinement [22]. There are various suggested mechanisms that lead to spectral steepenings, but which of them are realized or responsible for the observed spectrum is not clear at this point.

The modeling would be far more accurate, if the data of SNRs would be increased by more observations. Especially the energy range of 0.1 – 100 MeV which would be crucial to differentiate if the Fermi-LAT data is indeed bremsstrahlung, and the energy range beyond H.E.S.S.
would help greatly too, as H.E.S.S. currently observes in the energy range where the electron cut-off could occur in at least some cases. Further observations in the energy range higher than H.E.S.S. by telescopes like CTA and HAWC \cite{[11]} would help to separate the hadronic part from the leptonic radiation further.

Another option to separate the hadronic part from the leptonic part is by using neutrino observations as the basis to model the hadronic emission from the remnant. With the current state of the model the hadronic neutrino emission can be estimated and can be tested against observations from the telescopes to either get a detection or to derive upper-limits for the current state of the flux. Oscillated fluxes from the modeled supernova remnants can be seen in Figure 7 Declination-averaged point source sensitivities of neutrino observatories (IceCube \cite{[18]}) have been added to the plot. For the southern sky plot see \cite{[23]}.

![Figure 7: Possible neutrino emission of Galactic SNRs in the hadronic scenario.](image)

### 4 Summary

Galactic SNRs were modeled in this work to test whether their emission is definite of hadronic nature, and it was found that usually simple power-laws with cut-offs for electrons and protons suffice to explain the observed radiation. The distribution of the hadronic power-law indices allowed to group the remnants into two categories:

**Class I** A power-law index of $2.0 < \alpha_p < 2.3$. This class is from its current SED in the MeV–TeV domain indistinguishable from the shape of a bremsstrahlung dominated spectrum.

**Class II** A power-law index of $\alpha_p \gtrsim 2.6$. A sharp hadronic peak with a sudden decline exists in the MeV–GeV domain. The GeV–TeV domain is commonly dominated by bremsstrahlung or inverse Compton radiation in those cases.

Class II seems to be common among SNRs that are interacting or might interact with molecular clouds a morphological origin was not examined in this work. A SNR interacting with a molecular cloud is not a guarantee for the remnant to appear in Class II.

The leptonic emission in the MeV–TeV range is often dominated by bremsstrahlung, a high density easily suppresses the pion decay emission, too, however there are not many bremsstrahlung emission dominant models in literature. For the bremsstrahlung to be dominant a power-law index lower than the proton spectrum is needed, in addition to a high density ($> 50 \text{ cm}^{-3}$). This condition however is easily fulfilled, as the electron spectrum scatters around the value of 2.
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